WELCOME LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

Welcome to this new issue of Pharmacology International. It summarizes a wealth of activities that IUPHAR has launched in the past months. First I like to thank the team of officers who is working hard to bring the society forward and who gets much support by the IUPHAR Executive Committee. The revision of its governance is ongoing, with administrative support in particular by BPS and ASPET. We are working on a fresh web appearance, a new web page with a new logo will be launched soon.

READ MORE....

IUPHAR UPDATE: Aims and Goals for IUPHAR 2018-2022

The International Union of Basic and Clinical Pharmacology (IUPHAR) is the global umbrella organisation of pharmacology, representing 63 national societies comprising about 37,000 pharmacologists world-wide. IUPHAR is an officially recognized NGO to WHO.

Its mission is "Improved health through pharmacology education and research". READ MORE....

5th IUPHAR World Congress of Natural Products, 2019 India

READ MORE....
We are delighted to report that the 5th IUPHAR World Congress of Natural Products will be convened from December 5th through December 7, 2019 in Hyderabad, India. Please click here for more information or to register.

IUPHAR has a new look!

IUPHAR has a new logo and website. Be sure to spend some time looking through our new website at www.iuphar.org

EXPLORE UPCOMING MEETINGS

IUTOX 2019 Conference, Hawaii
Joint ASCEPT and PAGANZ Scientific Meeting
CELEBRATE MILESTONE ANNIVERSARIES

Italian Society of Pharmacology
Section for Clinical Pharmacology-Serbian Medical Society
Slovak Pharmacological Society

Section, Committee, and Meetings Updates

Clinical Division Mumbai Workshop Update
Clinical Division General Assembly Update
Education Section
Guide for Malaria Pharmacology Update
ImmuPhar Update
IOSP Update
News from ISC
IUPHAR interactions with the Karolinska Institute
NC-IUPHAR April Meeting Update
Plan S Letter Responses
## SUPPORT THE FIELD BY DONATING TO IUPHAR!

The International Union of Basic and Clinical Pharmacology funds its many worldwide projects through donations and annual membership dues. Your support helps IUPHAR offer for free such resources as the Guide to PHARMACOLOGY and the Pharmacology Education Project.

Has pharmacology improved the quality of your or a loved one’s life? Then please help IUPHAR better medicines through global education and research with a donation.
IUPHAR is a non-profit Society according to Article 60 of Swiss Civil Law in Basle, Switzerland.
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CONTRIBUTIONS:
We welcome contributions from member societies, division members and sections. Please submit articles and photographs to Ms. Kristen Kovach at admin@iuphar.org.

MEMBERSHIP:
The members of IUPHAR are national, international and special research interest societies. If you are an individual, please visit www.iuphar.org for additional information on the societies you are interest in joining.